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NYSE: SNV | Columbus, GA
Price:
$29.04
52-week price range: $25.48-$33.80
EPS Estimates:
2015A: $1.62
2016E: $1.86
2017E: $2.04
Q116E: $0.44 (vs. $0.38 in 1Q15)

Tangible Book Value:
Price/TBV:
Dividend/Yield:
Market
Capitalization:

$21.99
1.32x
$0.48/1.65%
$3.64 billion

Note: All estimates are based on operating results.

Nancy A. Bush, CFA
NAB Research, LLC
Distributed by: Banks Street Partners, LLC
▪ We have not written about this company in some time…and everything has
changed in the interim
▪ Synovus occupies a unique space among the Southeastern banks…
▪ The question investors are asking – How can SNV continue its historical growth
path in the current environment?
Sometimes we get an object lesson in what has changed in banking since the Financial Crisis…
When we got out our old Synovus model and dusted it off for updating, all we could say was
“Wow.” Perhaps it was the fact that the old model was a sea of red, or that the quarterly loan loss
provisions were in the hundreds of millions of dollars, or that the balance sheet was about 25%
larger then than it is now—whatever. But it has been seldom in our career that we have seen a
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transformation at a company that was so stunningly illustrated in the numbers (except perhaps at
SNV’s Southeastern competitor, Bank of America) and the more predictable and subdued earnings
trends are in concert with the much more conservative guidance that we get from Synovus’ CEO Kessel
Stelling and his management team on a quarterly basis. It seems to us that this company has resumed
its role as one of the growth engines of Georgia banking—but this time around, that growth is more
sustainable and comes with a greater measure of caution and due diligence than was the case in the
past.
We do not feel that it is necessary to rehash the events that led up to this company’s near-death
experience in the 2008-2010 time frame—suffice it to say that it was the Southeastern banking
experience, writ large. It’s hard to believe that the events that led up to the Southeastern banking
meltdown occurred less than a decade ago, as it seems at this point to be almost ancient history. But if
the national belief at that time was that housing prices would never go down and that residential
construction lending was on a growth path forever, then Southeastern developers and their bankers
believed that in spades. Synovus—with its unique position as a hybrid community/regional bank
present in some of the South’s hottest urban markets—grew its commercial real estate portfolio
(especially the residential construction portfolio) at a pace that was outsized even for the Southeast.
Coupled with the bank’s relative lack of retail core deposits and a growing reliance on brokered
funding, it was (in hindsight, anyway) a recipe for an unpleasant outcome as systemic liquidity dried
up in 2008.
The bank is no longer operating under any regulatory agreements, but we think that Synovus
management continues to feel the need to go the extra mile from the standpoint of keeping the
regulators happy. The ascendance of present CEO Kessel Stelling to the positions of President and
COO in February 2010, and his swift ascension to the CEO spot in October of that year, marked the real
beginning of the Synovus turnaround, and his ability to work with regulators has been the critical
factor in the company’s swift recovery from near-disaster. Mr. Stelling and his team still go the extra
mile to acknowledge their need to live up to high regulatory expectations, and we have chuckled at
times during SNV’s recent quarterly conference calls as he has acknowledged the likely presence of
regulators in his listening audience (We’d say that the hellish experience of banking regulators in the
Southeast during the housing meltdown—especially those at the Atlanta Fed—makes that a pretty
good bet). The corrective measures undertaken by Synovus management during their period of
rebuilding—most importantly, the collapsing of banking charters and the centralization of credit
decision-making in Columbus, combined with an aggressive program of real estate sales—resulted in
a much more rapid recovery from its crisis ills than we would ever have believed possible.
While it is hard to say at this juncture that that operations at Synovus are back to “normal”— we’re
not sure exactly what banking “normal” is these days—we’re pretty sure that they’re 80%-plus
there. The bank’s balance sheet is not yet fully healed—we would note the ongoing presence of $224
million of TDRs (troubled debt restructurings) and a 0.96% NPA ratio (higher than most Southeastern

peers) at year-end 2015—but there continues a slow process of credit metric improvement ongoing,
and 4Q15 loan charge-offs were only 6 basis points, continuing a long-declining trend.
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But the greatest indicator of SNV’s return to normalcy may not be reflected in the numbers—instead,
it may be reflected in an important upcoming personnel change. The bank announced a few weeks ago
that its long-time CFO, Tommy Prescott, would be retiring from that role early next year and that the
hunt was beginning for his successor. Mr. Prescott is the last member of the pre-crisis leadership team
still in place, and we find it hard to over-emphasize how big a part his low-key demeanor and his close
and cooperative work with regulators played in steering Synovus successfully through its ordeal. We
do not think that he would be leaving if there was still a great deal for the company to do in its recovery
process, and we see this as a “mission accomplished” retirement for Mr. Prescott. We also think that it
is likely that CEO Kessel Stelling will hire someone from a similarly sized or larger financial institution
as Synovus’ next CFO, as the company continues to ramp up its level of technological and reporting
sophistication and gets ready for future growth.
All of which brings us to an important topic—that of acquiring (or of being acquired)…
Synovus presently has healthy capital levels—and we don’t think that they’re going to squander
precious capital on an ill-advised deal. With a tangible common equity (TCE) ratio of 9.90% and a
leverage ratio of 9.43% at year-end 2015, this company is well capitalized by almost any standard. They
continue to refine their balance sheet—we regard the addition of $250 million in subordinated debt in
4Q15 as a “TLAC-like” move—and are not sitting on their capital hoard, but rather putting it to good
use for shareholders. After repurchasing $37 million in stock in 4Q15, the company ramped that level
up to $105 million in repurchases in the first two months of 2016 and are obviously being opportunistic
in their repurchase activity. But in the present vortex of Southeastern bank deals, they have been
noticeably absent. Will that fact change?
We think so—but not immediately. We believe that the recent history of Synovus will dictate an ultraconservative approach to deal-doing and may dictate that Synovus management wait for the ideal
transaction in terms of size and balance sheet composition. We spoke with them recently on this topic,
and they emphasized that they are “not pursuing scale at any cost” and think that “patience has been
good to them” in terms of acquisitions—all of which would seem to indicate that there is not a material
deal near at hand.
The presence of outsized levels of CRE on a target’s balance sheet would be a deal killer for them,
for instance. In addition, the company does not wish to go outside its existing footprint, but they also
concede that the one state so far notably absent from that footprint—North Carolina—will be of special
interest in the future (However, such a deal in a new market would preclude large cost saves and would
thus present a pricing issue).
The biggest constraint for Synovus seems to be that of size—they want their first major foray into the
deal market to be large enough to make an impact on the balance sheet but not so large as to present a
technological integration challenge. This seems to us to dictate that such a deal would be in the $1
billion-$5 billion asset size, and would be of a community bank with a well-established and extensive
deposit gathering system to aid in the funding of the Synovus lending machine.
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What about MOEs—or the possibility of being acquired? If our recent experience with Southeastern
banking is any indicator, we can only say—anything is possible. A number of Southeastern
community banks will soon breach the magic $10 billion-in-assets mark, at which they cease to be
classified as community banks, and at which regulatory scrutiny begins to ramp up incrementally (i.e.,
the DFAST regimen kicks in). Given the already hyper-competitive nature of Southeastern regional
banking, we think it is likely that several of these companies may do no-or-low premium MOEs, and
we think it very likely that Synovus would be one of the go-to companies for a large mega-community
bank. As for SNV being an acquisition target, we think that the company’s rapid recovery from its
meltdown years means that this possibility has lessened dramatically, as the bank would represent
a very large and expensive bite for even some of the region’s largest banks.
But we do think that Synovus management desperately needs to think about adding fee-based
businesses. If there’s any one place that we see a hole in the Synovus strategy, it’s in the development
and growth of fee-generating activities. With roughly 24% of revenues in any given quarter coming
from fee-generating activities, Synovus’ level of fee income is more in line with the community banking
industry than with its larger Southeastern peers. The bank has had a mixed record especially with the
development of its wealth management business over the years—we can recall several different
strategies in our time of covering the company—but management seems now to have settled on a high
net worth approach targeting their commercial and small business clientele. All of this makes sense,
but they need WAY more of these revenues in the very near future.
While we well understand the price and value issues that come with buying whole asset management
firms, we hope that Synovus management will take the opportunity to pick up the teams of managers
that are leaving the larger firms and wire houses en masse in search of better opportunities at smaller
firms and will use these trends to ramp up this critical business materially (We would point to the
positive results of competitor South State in starting with a fiduciary trust company to which it has
bolted on businesses and asset managers to build a sizable asset management company). We believe
that Synovus would benefit not only from higher earnings but also from an enhanced stock valuation
as a result of greater diversification into these higher-value revenue streams.
In the meantime, there are earnings to worry about…
Or more precisely, not to worry about. The one thing that struck us in modeling earnings for the new
Synovus was how slow and steady its earnings progression has been off the bottom, and how
determined management in Columbus is to keep it that way. The company is showing decent but not
unsustainable or outsized earnings trends—stable net interest margins (in the 3.15%-3.20% range, with
some move upward as rates rise), mid-single digits annualized loan growth, and low-single digits
expense growth. All of these trends, coupled with the company’s ongoing share repurchase program,
will combine to give a very decent low-mid teens earnings growth rate over the near term.

Our only earnings question—for Synovus and for its regional peers—centers around the issue of
credit quality. And this is a particularly acute question for Synovus, given its recent history—how low
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should the loan loss reserve (now at 1.13% of loans) be allowed to decline before they undertake a
period of reserve replenishment to allow for and prepare for better loan growth? While the industry
presents this issue in very formulaic terms, our belief is that there will arrive a point (perhaps an
aggregate industry reserve level under 1%) at which regulators will become concerned about the credit
quality optics and will then mandate a regimen of reserve building (FASB’s aversion notwithstanding),
especially for the Southeastern banks.
We would note that the 0.96% level of NPAs on SNV’s balance sheet presently likely represents a
“sticky” level of nonperformers for the company and that they will be unlikely to want to see the loan
loss allowance fall much below 1% of loans as a result. Therefore we have modeled in rising loan loss
provisions in 2015 and 2016—and we will hope to be pleasantly surprised on the upside.
This stock has been a pretty good performer over the last few years...
But it does not seem to us to be overly expensive presently. One of the challenges with both Synovus
the company and with Synovus the stock is that this bank does not fit neatly into any banking category.
It’s too big to be a community bank and too small to be regarded as a large regional, and thus there is
a conundrum when trying to develop valuation comparisons. We can only say that the stock’s
performance— up 5% on a year-over-year basis and down 10.7% in the miserable bank stock
performance year thus far—looks very good relative to the major banks but only middling when
compared to the much hotter Southeastern community banking group. We think that Synovus has been
the stock of choice for larger institutional investors over the last few years who wanted to invest in
community banking in the Southeast but who could not find stocks that fit their liquidity requirements,
and that Synovus became the liquid proxy for Southeastern community banking trends.
But there’s something about that 1.32x TBV number that doesn’t look quite right. While the stock
looks very well-valued on a P/E basis, selling at 15.6x and 14.2x our 2016 and 2017 estimates
respectively, its valuation based on tangible book looks low relative to its slower-growing peers, and
we can only surmise that these two valuation metrics (P/E and TBV) will come more into line over the
next few years as the company continues its earnings recovery, begins to participate more fully in
regional banking consolidation, and adds to the higher-value businesses that we discussed earlier. We
would note the present solidity of the balance sheet and expect that this condition will continue and
that capital returns will continue to increase as well. In any case, given our long history with this
company, we’ll settle for boring when it comes to Synovus, and we’re hoping for more of the same.
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NAB Research, LLC, is a consulting firm specializing in providing independent research on financial stocks and banking
industry analysis and commentary ("Reports") to institutional investors, bank managers and other financial industry
participants. NAB Research also distributes banking research and commentary on a third-party basis through Banks Street
Partners, LLC (BSP), an Atlanta-based investment bank. (www.BanksStreetPartners.com) BSP and its affiliates may
include appropriate disclosures and disclaimers in the Reports that BSP uses as they reasonably determine are required for
regulatory compliance purposes. Otherwise, BSP shall distribute NAB Reports in their entirety without alteration.
The information relating to any company mentioned in these Reports is derived from publicly available sources and NAB
makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. NAB and/or its principal, Nancy A. Bush,
have long/short positions or holdings in the securities or other related investments of companies mentioned herein.
NAB Research LLC, is not a registered investment adviser and does not make markets in any of the securities mentioned in
its Reports. Neither Nancy A. Bush nor any related household member is an officer, director, or advisory board member of
any company in its Reports, otherwise affiliated with such companies in these Reports. Neither NAB Research, LLC, nor
its principal, Nancy A. Bush, own shares equal to one percent or more of any company mentioned in its Reports.
Opinions expressed in this report are those of the author and may not reflect the opinions of Banks Street Partners, BSP
Securities, or any of its employees or officers. Some of the information in this report is from outside sources we deem to be
reliable, but no attempt has been made to verify its accuracy.
Over the past 12 months, BSP and its affiliate, BSP Securities LLC, have provided investment banking services to the
covered company. BSP and its affiliates might seek to provide such services in the future. For more information about BSP,
please visit BanksStreetPartners.com.
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